Abstract
A variety of new modularization techniques are emerging to cope with the challenges of contemporary software engineering, such as Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD), Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP), and the like. The effective assessment of such technologies plays a pivotal role in (i) determining their costs and benefits when compared to conventional development techniques, and (ii) encouraging their transfer to mainstream software development. The purpose of this report is to summarize the findings of the 2nd International Workshop on the Assessment of Contemporary Modularization Techniques (ACoM.08), co-located with the 23rd Annual ACM Conference on Object-Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages and Applications (OOPSLA 2008). The main purpose of the workshop was to bring together researchers and practitioners with different backgrounds to (a) understand the impact of contemporary modularization techniques in practice; (b) explore new, and more effective, assessment techniques to guide the application of modularization techniques, and (c) discuss the potential of using modularity assessment results to improve software development outcomes, to improve existing modularization techniques, and to foster the development of new techniques.

The workshop was opened by an invited talk from an industrial practitioner who has experience of using contemporary modularization techniques in an industrial setting and has an awareness of the importance of their systematic assessment. The rest of the workshop was organised into four technical sessions that was concluded by an open-discussion session involving all workshop participants. During the course of the workshop, the participants discussed a number of important issues that related to previous, ongoing and future issues surrounding contemporary modularity assessment techniques. The ACoM.08 website, including all the accepted papers, presentations and the electronic version of this report can be found at http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ACoM.08/.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics; D.1.0 [Programming Techniques]: General

General Terms Design, Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords adoption, assessment, metrics, modularity

1. Introduction

Numerous modularization techniques are emerging to cope with the challenges of contemporary software engineering, such as Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) [1] and Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP) [2]. However, it remains unclear to what extent these advanced modularization techniques have been adopted in practice. It is even less clear the impact they have had on software productivity and quality. There is a need for improving the assessment of these techniques and, as a consequence, accelerate their maturity and evolution in a well-informed fashion. Furthermore, it is necessary to understand their current impact in industrial settings, to encourage their adoption through effective assessment methods, and boosting the innovation of both new modularization and assessment techniques.
Effective assessment techniques are fundamental for the derivation of guidelines that support the comparison, reconciliation, and synthesis of these techniques in practice. These techniques differ in terms of supported abstractions and composition mechanisms, but they follow some common underlying principles, such as information hiding. While there is some evidence that conventional modularization techniques are overly constrained, some of the emerging techniques have been criticized for promoting non-modular solutions. One approach may be optimal in some circumstances, but not in others [3]. In many cases, these techniques are complementary to each other, and their combinations can best improve software quality.

Therefore, without effective assessment techniques, it is unclear how to maximize the benefits of contemporary modularity mechanisms. It is also unclear whether traditional coupling-and-cohesion assessment methods are sufficient to measure new modularization techniques. There a number of characteristics intrinsic to new modularity techniques - such as implicit invocation, quantification mechanisms and dynamic weaving - that probably require the quantification of other equally-important software internal attributes. Modern programming languages and modeling techniques (e.g. UML) are being enhanced with additional modularity mechanisms and abstractions, such as aspects, features, and the like. There is a pressing need to define proper assessment mechanisms, techniques and methods tailored to these new modularization techniques.

Assessment mechanisms of contemporary modularity techniques can also guide their development and subsequent improvement. Assessing modularization techniques will reveal their benefits and drawbacks, and may reveal the need for advances in programming languages, identification of contemporary architecture styles, or the novel combination of existing techniques. In particular, empirical studies along with supporting assessment techniques provide the basic means to improve our understanding of the benefits and drawbacks of new software decomposition techniques, especially when compared to techniques from other development paradigms.

As new modularization techniques, such as AOSD and FOP, are starting to reach some level of maturity, assessment is becoming a central issue to researchers and industrial practitioners. The relevance of the topic becomes even more evident when we look at the number of qualitative and quantitative case studies [4–13], software metrics [6, 14, 15], and assessment frameworks [16–18] involving new modularity techniques. They are consistently appearing in the software engineering literature.

The 1st ACoM workshop was organized in May 2007 [19] as a first initiative to put together researchers and practitioners in order to discuss the multi-faceted issues that emerge in the assessment and/or comparison of new modularization techniques. The theme of the 2nd ACoM work-

shop\(^1\) extends the first edition and intends to stimulate discussions on important open questions, including:

1. How do new modularization techniques affect working practices and help with software development and evolution? What guidelines can be established from assessment results to improve working practices?

2. What is the impact of using conventional quantitative metrics to assess software modularity? Are they effective enough to assess contemporary modularity techniques? How can we validate assessment mechanisms?

3. To what extent does assessment depend on extensive experience in practice? How can observations of practitioners help in assessment?

4. What are the potential paths leading to improved/new, and more effective, modularization techniques?

5. How can we compare these modularization techniques, reconcile their seemingly different appearance, and synthesize their applications to design software more effectively?

6. What are the fundamental weaknesses of traditional modularization techniques that affect software productivity and quality? What are the trade-offs from using contemporary techniques to address these weaknesses?

This 2nd ACoM workshop extends the previous by investigating the needs of assessment techniques in industrial settings. This theme of the 2nd workshop was highlighted in the call for papers and shaped the topic of the invited talk. In addition, such a theme led us to decide to host the workshop at OOPSLA, a conference renowned for the industrial participation.

The workshop elicited two categories of submissions on the assessment of modularity techniques: (i) traditional position papers (up to 6 pages) related to the workshop topics, and (ii) very short position statements (1-2 pages), where the authors described their “innovative thoughts”, lessons learned, or points of view with respect to one or more of the workshop topics. Long position papers described work that is not yet advanced enough for a full conference paper. They were expected to have a more solid idea but not necessarily grounded on a sound evaluation. Short position statements were mainly reviewed for their relevance towards the workshop topics, including some feedback from reviewers.

2. Workshop Proceedings and Programme Committee

The accepted papers were compiled into the ACoM.08 workshop proceedings which was published as a technical report [20]. An electronic copy of the proceedings was made available to the participants prior to the workshop. The Pro-

---

\(^1\)ACoM.08 Website: http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/computing/ACoM.08/
The workshop was structured into the following sessions:

- A brief welcome presentation was given by Phil Greenwood who provided an overview of the various sessions of the day and gave an introduction to the workshop’s topics and goals.
- The first presentation of the day was the invited talk from Thomas Cottenier of Hengsoft LLC. The title of Thomas’ talk was “Aspect-Oriented Software Development and the Division of Labour in Industrial Software Development Projects”.
- Four technical sessions followed which grouped accepted papers according to common themes. The papers presented in first session examined contemporary metrics for assessing modularity. The second session focused on the role assessment plays in the software evolution process. The third session contained papers that described experiences from conducting empirical studies. Finally, the fourth session was dedicated to papers that documented a variety of taxonomies that support software evaluation. At the end of each presentation or session, time was reserved for discussion. A session chair was appointed for each of the four technical sessions to coordinate the discussions. The various discussion topics which were raised throughout the day are summarized in Section 6.
- The final part of the workshop was reserved for open discussion between participants. Rather than dividing into separate discussion groups it was decided that it would be more effective to have an ‘open-table’ discussion where any workshop participant can raise any discussion point that is relevant to the workshop topics. The outcomes of these discussions are briefly summarized in Section 6.5.

4. Workshop Presentations

As mentioned above, twelve papers were accepted for presentation with three papers presented in each of the four sessions. The first two sessions contained only short position papers, speakers in these two sessions were given 10 minutes. To make the most efficient use of time in these two sessions, questions and topics for discussion were raised at the end of each session rather than after each presentation. For the remaining two sessions, which consisted entirely of papers in the longer format, speakers were given 15 minutes for their presentation and 5 minutes for questions/discussion. The papers and their authors were as follows; summaries of these presentations are presented in the following sections of this report:

- **Measuring Software Design Modularity**: Yuanfang Cai, Sunny Huynh (Drexel University - USA)
- **Towards Probabilistic Assessment of Modularity**: Kevin Hoffman, Patrick Eugster (Purdue University - USA)
- **Measuring Design Volatility Against Design Rule Stability**: Yuanfang Cai, Kanwarpreet Sethi (Drexel University - USA)
• Assessing Modularity of Feature Models with ACNs; Kanwarpreet Sethi, Sunny Huynh, Yuanfang Cai (Drexel University - USA)
• On the Assessment of Pointcut Design in Evolving Aspect-Oriented Software; Raffi Khatchadourian, Phil Greenwood, Awais Rashid (Ohio State University - USA, Lancaster University - UK)
• Assessing the Malleability of Modular Design; Giuseppe Valetto (Drexel University - USA)
• Using Meta-Data in Aspect-Oriented Frameworks; Eduardo M. Guerra, Jefferson O. Silva, Fabio F. Silveira, Clovis T. Fernandes (ITA - Brazil, UNIFESP - Brazil)
• Mining Software Repositories for Evaluating Software Engineering Properties of Language Designs; Hridesh Rajan (Iowa State University - USA)
• Evaluating the Efficacy of Concern Driven Metrics: A Comparative Study; Claudio Sant’ Anna, Alessandro Garcia, Carlos J. P. Lucena (UFB - Brazil, Lancaster University - UK, PUC-Rio - Brazil)
• A Close Look at Composition Languages; Florian Heidenreich, Hendrik Johannes, Steffen Zschaler, Uwe Asmann (TUD - Germany, Lancaster University - UK)
• Towards a Framework for Guiding Aspect-Oriented Software Maintenance Empirical Studies; Marcelo Moura, Sergio Soares, Fernando Castor Filho, Mario Monteiro, Phil Greenwood, Alessandro Garcia, Eliackin Figueiredo, Diego Araujo (University of Pernambuco - Brazil, Lancaster University - UK)
• Assessing Contemporary Modularization Techniques for Middleware Specialization; Akshay Dabholkar, Aniruddha Gokhale (Vanderbilt University - USA)

5. Invited Talk
Thomas Cottenier was invited to open the workshop by giving an invited talk on a related topic of his choosing. Thomas is a Member of the Technical Staff at Hengsoft LLC, a newly established software company with operations in the USA, Ukraine, Russia and China. Prior to joining Hengsoft, Thomas worked as a researcher in the Software and System Engineering Research Lab at Motorola where he designed an aspect-oriented extension to the UML modelling language tailored to the development of telecom infrastructure software. Over three years, Thomas has been actively involved in the design, development and deployment of custom Aspect-Oriented Software Development solutions in different business units at Motorola, including the Wireless Broadband division and the Mobile Device division. Thomas holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago and a MS in Telecom System Engineering from the Universit Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium. Thomas’ experience of using contemporary modularization techniques and having an awareness of the important role assessment plays in an industrial setting made him an ideal candidate for giving an invited talk at ACoM.

Thomas’ talk centred upon discussing the impact of AOSD technologies on the division of labour within large software development organizations. Thomas presented a real-world case study from an industrial telecom software development project at Motorola. Thomas then presented the software development organizational structure that can be composed of hundreds of software engineers, organized into a number of development teams. Thomas then returned to Parnas’ definition of the software module, in that a module is a work/responsibility assignment and not some subroutine or language element. This definition plays an important role in terms of mapping software to the physical components of the system and the allocation of responsibilities with respect to the implementation of different features the system to make the most efficient use of resources (good vs bad programmers). Thomas then went on to discuss how aspect-oriented decomposition can be applied to the system based on an analysis of the system requirements. Thomas highlighted that AOSD enables the division of labour within the organization to be structured according to more specialized, cohesive slices of behaviour and that development teams can be assigned responsibilities with respect to the implementation of more specific requirements of the system. Thomas then went on to show the benefits from applying AOSD in such circumstances and that productivity can be increased. However, a drawback from doing this is the increase of cost/effort brought about from the increase in the coordination of development tasks and the resolution of interactions between behaviours.

Discussions regarding the invited talk centred upon a variety of maintenance issues that such division of labour raises. For example, would it be possible to automate the deployment of the models generated or even possible to map the modelled concepts to components. Other topics of discussion related to how development tasks were actually assigned, it was suggested that some type of tool support may be necessary to aid this process to ensure the each task is assigned to the most appropriate developer.

6. The Sessions
The workshop consisted of four sessions of presentations and discussion. Common themes within the accepted papers were identified to create the four sessions with each paper assigned to the relevant session.

6.1 Session I: Contemporary Metrics for Assessing Modularity
The first paper presentation of this session was given by Yuanfang Cai and was entitled “Measuring Software Design Modularity”. As with the invited talk, this paper considered Parnas’ definition of a module being related to independent task assignment. Yuanfang pointed out that the major-
ity of modularity metrics are not applicable to this definition and so a new way of measuring modularity in terms of task assignment is necessary. Yuanfang then argued that design structure matrices (DSMs) can be used to represent a design and automatically clustered to reveal independent modules. This output can then be used to determine to what extent the design can be independently implemented or changed. A metric called level of independence was proposed to measure this attribute.

The second presentation, given by Kevin Hoffman, was titled “Towards Probabilistic Assessment of Modularity”. Kevin began his presentation by highlighting a series of questions which developers may want answering with regard the modularity of a program. These questions included: Which program elements are the most depended upon? Which program elements are the most likely to change? (i.e. the most fragile?) Which program elements are the most likely to be affected by rippled effects given a set of changes? Which program elements were most influential during some execution of a test case? Kevin argued that Assessment Graphs created from weighted DSMs can be used to answer such questions. Stationary distribution of the Markov chain extracted from the assessment graph creates the appropriate metrics. Proposed metrics include: dependency propagation ranking, impact propagation ranking and impact shift ranking.

The final paper of this session, “Towards Probabilistic Assessment of Modularity”, was again presented by Yuanfang Cai. Firstly, Yuanfang gave an overview of the various aspects which are important to consider when proposing metrics to assess design volatility. These points included: the number of modules, the size of each module, the likelihood that a module will change and how other modules depend on the module. Yuanfang argued that given the extensive use of DSMs in modularity assessment that volatility metrics should be developed based on them. Yuanfang described three metrics to measure stability based on DSMs which included: decision volatility, design rule volatility, and design volatility. Yuanfang then went on to describe how these metrics could be calculated.

Given the prominence DSMs had in the three papers presented in this session, the discussion naturally focused on DSMs. Topics of discussion mostly related on the creation of the DSMs, including how the elements of the DSMs can be identified and how to select an appropriate level of detail. Discussion then went on to management of the DSMs including how DSMs can be compared and how to handle traceability when employing DSMs.

6.2 Session II: Assessment in Software Evaluation

The second session began with Yuanfang Cai presenting a paper titled “Assessing Modularity of Feature Models with ACNs”. In this presentation Yuanfang highlighted a problem of model-driven development (MDD) which causes the modularity of generated code to be lost with various important design decisions becoming implicit in the code. In order to allow these design decisions to be externalised and allow the module structure to be visualized, the authors propose to use Augmented Constraint Networks (ACNs). ACNs contain variables which allow design decisions and constraints representing dependencies to be represented which can be created during the transformation processes employed in MDD. From an ACN a DSM can be automatically derived which can be used to assess modularity.

Raffi Khatchadourian then presented his paper “On The Assessment of Pointcut Design in Evolving Aspect-Oriented Software”. Raffi first gave a brief introduction to the concepts used in AOSD and then highlighted some of problems associated with using AOSD, with emphasis on the difficulty of creating optimal pointcuts that capture the developer’s true intentions and the subsequent pointcut fragility that occurs. Raffi proposed a mechanism that can derive and measure a pointcut’s ability to capture the developer’s intention. This approach involves constructing a concern graph for the join points which a pointcut advises and then measuring how representative that graph is of other join points which the same pointcut advises.

The final paper of this session, “Assessing the Malleability of Modular Design” was presented by Giueseppe Valetto. Giueseppe stated that one of the main purposes of modularization is to allow the creation of a malleable design. He claimed a good design should be able withstand the “injury of time” and “bend but not break”. Giueseppe raised the question of whether it is possible to measure the malleability of a design to be able to make informed design designs. Giueseppe then went on to define what he thought malleability was in terms of system and design change using relative code churn and modifications to design decisions. Giueseppe also described an experiment using MobileMedia which allowed the malleability of an OO and AO design to be compared.

Discussion following these presentations focused on technical aspects associated with Raffi’s presentation regarding how the concern graphs can be derived accurately and the use of these in other scenarios.

6.3 Session III: Experience in Empirical Studies

The third sessions began with a presentation from Eduardo M. Guerra who presented his paper entitled “Using Meta-Data in Aspect Oriented Frameworks”. Eduardo started his presentation with an example of what can happen when a cross-cutting concern, such as logging, needs varying depending on the location of where it is applied. This variation causes “advice explosion” where the number of advice which is needed to implement all possible variations increases exponentially. Eduardo proposes to use meta-data instead to limit this problem and provide various other advantages including: eliminate syntactic coupling, provide extensibility on variabilities, reduce the number of advice and simplify the pointcut management.
Discussion and questions on this presentation centred upon the applicability of the solution. One particular question raised the possibility of using meta-data in this manner simply shifts the problem to elsewhere in the program and also increases the scattering and tangling of the concern which the framework is target. Another question raised related to the observance of the problem in real case-studies and whether the problem was unique to logging. It was mentioned that such a problem exists in JBoss with transactions particularly susceptible to the problem.

The next presentation of this session was given by Hridesh Rajan who spoke about his paper entitled “Mining Software Repositories for Evaluating Software Engineering Properties of Language Designs”. In his paper, Hridesh attempts to provide a mechanism for studying the features of programming languages. This mechanism is based on utilising the rich version control history available. Hridesh relates this to his experience of developing Ptolemy, a language which combines best ideas of II and AO. Hridesh explained that version history contains real changes which enables the evolution properties of languages to be accurately assessed.

Several key and difficult questions of utilising version history in this manner were highlighted by Hridesh during his presentation but others were also raised by other participants, including the potential for vital information to be missing from the version history which may make it difficult to replay the changes accurately. Furthermore, questions were raised with regard who is responsible for describing the change which will be replayed.

The final paper in this session, “Evaluating the Efficacy of Concern-Driven Metrics: A Comparative Study”, was presented by Phil Greenwood due to the paper’s author, Claudio Sant’Anna, unable to attend the workshop. The paper outlines the need for new metrics to be applied beyond conventional metrics to accurately assess the attributes of contemporary modularization techniques. Conventional metrics typically evaluate the attributes of modules rather than the attributes of the concerns, which are primary focus of contemporary modularization techniques. The paper highlights a study conducted that compares the ability of conventional and concern based metrics to identify common modularity-related design flaws and concludes that concern-driven metrics are useful vehicle for assessing design modularity.

One notable question asked what the study actually assessed about the metrics and whether it was assessing the intuitiveness of the metrics rather than their effectiveness. Phil agreed with this thought but added that intuitiveness is also an important property of the metrics due to the large number of metrics available and picking the right one to identify the relevant design flaws. Having intuitive metrics is a desirable characteristic and so is a valid property to assess.

6.4 Session IV: Taxonomies for Software Evaluation

The final session began with a presentation from Steffen Zschaler who presented the paper “A Close Look at Composition Languages”. Steffen began his presentation by highlighting the problem faced by researchers when they wish to compare different languages. Typically each language will utilise their own terminology making comparison difficult. Steffen and the authors of this paper claim that unifying terminology is necessary to allow these comparisons to be made. Steffen went on to describe commonalities of composition languages and presented a vocabulary for their comparison.

Some questions were raised about the mapping and interpretation of the relationships between composition languages. For example, Steffen claimed that advice could be mapped to a component in component-based composition. However, this mapping was questioned and it was stated that the aspect should be the component and advice be the operations of the component. Steffen agreed that this is indeed a valid interpretation and open to debate.

This presentation was followed by Sergio Soares presenting the paper “Towards a Framework for Guiding Aspect-Oriented Software Maintenance Empirical Studies”. Sergio highlighted the current challenges facing researchers when conducting empirical studies involving AOSD. These challenges centre upon the lack of systematic evaluation of various properties that make up an empirical study. Sergio and his colleagues propose a framework that will aid researchers and practitioners when developing AO software maintenance studies. Sergio went on to describe the process of how the framework will influence the design of a study. In order to demonstrate the benefits of such a framework Sergio described a comparison performed between the planning of two experiments conducted, one designed by a postgraduate student with the aid of the framework and another designed by an expert without using the framework. Interestingly, the experiment designed with the use of the framework made considerations not addressed by the expert.

The final paper, “Assessing Contemporary Modularization Techniques for Middleware Specialization”, was presented by Akshay Dabholkar. Akshay first highlighted the increasing need for specialization in middleware systems given that they often need to: minimize its footprint, maximize throughput, handle real-time requirements and adapt to unpredictable runtime changes. Specializing middleware raises a number of challenges which include: when specialization needs to be applied, specializing different elements, and how the specialization should be applied. In order to address these challenges Akshay presented a taxonomy that would allow developers to select an appropriate technology to address the what, when and how challenges.

One question raised regarding this work was the applicability of the taxonomy in domains other than middleware and whether it can be used to guide specialization of other applications.
6.5 Discussions

Rather than breaking up into separate discussion groups it was decided to have a round-table discussion whereby any participant can raise any topic for discussion to make more efficient use of time. Firstly, the remaining twelve participants gave a brief introduction to their interests and background. There was a mixture of people from academia and industry and, therefore, views from both researchers and practitioners were collected and discussed. This was particularly attractive given the aims of the workshop.

Interesting insights were gained from the industrial participants regarding the role of refactoring using innovative modularity mechanisms in commercial software. Managers often need convincing that refactoring using these new techniques is a valuable part of the software development process and is worth committing effort to perform. As refactoring does not produce any tangible improvement of the software (i.e. new feature added) it is often viewed by managers as a non-essential task. It was suggested that software assessment could be a mechanism to demonstrate the benefits of refactoring to managers. However, these metrics must be in a form which are easily understood by managers and can improve the productivity of the developers.

This led on to a discussion regarding what the current role of metrics have in an industrial setting. It was agreed that one of their most prominent roles was in terms of task allocation so that the most complex tasks were assigned to the most experienced developers. This view was consistent with Thomas’ insights presented at the start of the workshop. However, this led to a comment that there is often a struggle in industry in terms of things that are good for developers and things that are good for managers. Often practices, such as assessment, refactoring and innovative modularity techniques, are often overlooked by managers although they are beneficial to developers. Managers need to consider the long term benefits of their developers and introduce initiatives, such as assessment and new development techniques, to improve the quality of the software. In addition, to improving the quality of the software it was viewed by the workshop participants that an added benefit of performing assessment and applying metrics is that it gets developers to communicate and share ideas which can also contribute to the improvement of the software.

The discussion then went on to how researchers and practitioners could work together in order to conduct empirical studies that assess contemporary modularity techniques. It was highlighted that problems are often encountered when trying to use industrial applications within studies due to often incomplete documentation being provided (due to intellectual property rights issues etc.). It was mentioned that using open-source software is one possibility (as suggested in Hridesh Rajan’s presentation). However, this itself raises possible issues such as how is in guaranteed with all the contributors that a modular design is maintained and how can you be sure a stable release is available.

7. Conclusion

The purpose of this workshop was to discuss the various issues surrounding the assessments of contemporary modularization techniques with an emphasis on their role in industrial settings. The workshop was a large success due to the high quality of papers submitted and the level of participation of the attendees. ACoM.08 achieved its goals and provided a forum for researchers and practitioners to discuss issues related to evaluating contemporary modularization approaches. The outcome from the discussion session highlighted a variety of outstanding issues that the community must address to bridge the gap between an academic and industrial setting.

The workshop achieved the following aims:

1. Debate the open issues on the assessment of contemporary modularization techniques.
2. Bring together researchers and practitioners to highlight the importance of rigorous evaluation of emerging modularization techniques in both an academic and industrial environment.
3. Motivate the expansion of research and practice associated with assessment of emerging modularization technologies.
4. Foster a collaborative environment for both practitioners and researchers interested in effective assessment of new development techniques.

All the position papers and presentation slides are available at the workshop website. All the results obtained by the discussions were summarized and made electronically available at the workshop website. The aim is to highlight issues that shall become part of the forthcoming research agenda.
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